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Without language we wouldn’t have stories, and without words we wouldn’t have books. But sometimes words can become a cage.
Literary Links: Exploring the possibilities and limitations of words
A group of young adults from 13 African countries visited a revolutionary memorial museum in Xing County of Lyuliang City, north China's Shanxi Province on Tuesday, as part of a five-day tour of the ...
Globalink | CPC fights for the people: African youths exploring CPC's path to success
The Australian artist created her own minimalistic color palette with which she decorates public spaces, combining art, architecture and installation.
Exploring Public Art through the Practice of Emma Coulter
Not known for being a particularly international city, Tainan has nonetheless been influenced by foreigners for hundreds of years. Contemporary visitors ...
Exploring Tainan’s Cosmopolitan Roots
Sir Francis Drake earned glory for England by plundering Spanish targets around the world. Now historians are exploring his part in the slave trade for a fuller look at this sea dog's life.
Queen Elizabeth I's favorite pirate was an English hero, but his career has a dark side
She noted in the interview that after he moved to France in the late 1940s and began communicating daily in French, Baldwin wrote about rediscovering English as a “language ... and made his first trip ...
Like Goya, a ‘renegade’: exploring Bob Thompson’s high-octane challenges to Western art
Tottenham are reportedly interested in a move for Lyon's Houssem Aouar, a player their north London rivals Arsenal have long been linked with.Mikel Arteta's side had bids rejected by Lyon last summer ...
Spurs 'exploring possibility of signing Aouar' this summer as Arsenal also keen
Six beautiful English vineyards you can visit for tastings and walking tours - and where to find cheap cottages nearby if you're looking to make it into a long weekend ...
Six beautiful English vineyards you can visit - and cheap cottages nearby
Spaces of Intensity” is a book about 3h, a group of Budapest architects founded in 1994 by Katalin Csillag and Zsolt Gunther and is currently made up of 22 people. As I’ve long felt my understanding ...
Exploring ‘Spaces of Intensity’ by Budapest Architects 3h
The results of that emphasis on diversity can be seen in student essays and artwork on the former English teacher’s dining room table, including one note that said simply, “Thank you for ...
Rod Watson: Exploring critical concepts of race and diversity – but without the label
New art installations, a derelict military base and a medieval village — Orford offers a very different take on the British seaside holiday ...
Exploring Suffolk’s ‘island of secrets’
Most of the immigrants spoke Yiddish, and had to learn both English and Afrikaans (and African languages such as Xhosa and Zulu), as well as adjust to a scorching climate. Arriving destitute, they ...
Legends & Legacies: Exploring the history of South African Jews on TV
The US Geological Survey wants people to get outside without causing damage to the natural environment, so it offers tips on how to leave no trace.
Here's How to Minimize Your Impact When Exploring the Wilderness
As visitor attractions begin to reopen after the lockdown, writer and former Warrington Guardian reporter Barry McLoughlin profiles two ...
Exploring Cheshire's country houses with Barry McLoughlin
Mikel Arteta's side had bids rejected by Lyon last summer with the club insistent they wanted to keep him, but French teams are under increased financial strain ahead of the new season.
Tottenham 'exploring the possibility of signing Houssem Aouar' this summer... with Lyon braced for more offers as Spurs consider going head-to-head with rivals Arsenal for ...
Pouring his heart and personal experiences into three essays paid off for 18-year-old Sazi Bongwe from St John’s College in Gauteng, who scooped second place nationally in this year's English Olympiad ...
Head boy's 'South Africaness' helps him place second in English Olympiad
Freya Charlotte has taken the first steps into the world of children's literature with the publication of her debut book, Witches Don’t Wear Flip Flops.
Freya Charlotte – BA (Hons) English graduate
While history tells the story of the well-known combatants at battles such as Bunker Hill, time eventually reveals the stories of the not-so-well-known.
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